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'89 BUDGET CUT LIKELY

GSU Faces Second Funding Shortfall In A Row
UNIVERSllY PARK- Gov
ernors State University could
find itself with a funding short·
fall two years in a row if Gov.
James Thompson's proposed
1989 fiscal budget for higher
education is adopted.

Dr.

Strukoff

Chorale
To Perform
Rossini

by Jean Juarez

The GSU University-Com
munity Chorale and Chamber
Orchestra under the baton of
Dr. Rudolf Strukoff are prepar·
ing Rossinrs dramatic oratorio,
•stabat Mater" for their annual

spring COfIC8rt.

This year for the first time
Strukoff and the Chorale have
accepted an invitation from the
music director of the cathedral
of St Raymond Nonnatus in
Joliet to present the Spring
1988 concert there.
In a letter to the Chorale,
Strukoff said, �hat performing
the 'Stabat Mater,' demon
strat� in a real sense, the
positive effect the interest of
the community has had on
our organization"
The Chorale has grown
since its last concert The
group noN numbers 50 singefs,
and an orchestra of 45 will ac
company the choir. This makes
a total of 95 musicians for this
concert compared to the 80 of
last fairs concert According to
Strukoff, "you may have noticed
how crowded the musicians
were on our recital hall stage. A
happy price to pay for gro.vth."
This will be the first time that
the Chorale has performed off
campus. A delighted Strukoff
also said, uwe would be hon
ored to have you in attendance
on this occasion to enjoy this
important milestone with us.
We look forward to seei ng you
on Sunday, April 17th at 4 p.m
at the Cathedral"

structional costs totalling only
$12.6 million The ISHE's1989
fiscal year budget recommen
dations attempt to make up for
this $1.1 million underfunding.
For the 1989 fiscal year starting July 1, 1988 - the
IBHE has recommended a
GSU budget of $22. 3 million
Revenues would be $17.9
million in general revenues
allocated by the Illinois legisla
ture and $4.4 million in univer·
sity income collected primarily
from tuition
Administrators at Governors
State say they are hoping the
additional $2.6 million will be
appropriated to provide salary
increases for staff, faculty and
administrators, additional func}
ing for the library, funding for
expanding health, science and
education programs, the re
location of the Educational

The current fiscal year which runs through June 30GSU was underfunded by an
estimated 7.8 percent based
on the Jllinois Board of Higher
Education's projected costs.
IBHE calculates a statewide
average c ostfor each universi
ty based on the level of instruc
tion, number of credit hours
taken, and the state average
cost per credit hour in each
subject area
The formula shows GSU
should have had instructional
costs totalling $13.7 million in
FY 1987. Instead, GSU had in-

Computing Network on the
GSU campus, and increases in
general costs and utilities.
The Board of Governors of
State Colleges and Univer·
sities, which sets the tuition
rates at GSU,is hoping to avoid
a tuition increase this year,
following a 20 percent hike this
past year. The additional
$297,000 raised for GSU
through the mid-year tuition in
crease helped offsetthe loss of
$515,000 in 1988 general
revenue from the state.
uwe believe we are selective
in imposing tuition increases,"
GSU President Leo Goodman
Malamuth said "Unfortunately,
GSU was forced to increase
tuition for the fall 1987 trimes
ter and for the winter 1988
trimester to try and maintain
our available resources.
·our faculty and staff have

gone without raises this year
and we have been forced to
reduce the number of class
sections by 1 0 percent as we
make every attempt to con
tinue providing quality educa
tion for our students," he
added.
"Our proposed budget for
the coming fiscal year does not
include a tuition increase
because we are hopeful GSU
will see an increase in future
state revenues," the president
noted. "We are joining with
other school offiCials- from all
levels of education - in at·
tempting to convince the
public and our elected officials
of our critical need for more
funding. The State c:A Jllinois is
jeopardizing a 130.year tradi
tion of supporting a competi
tive system of public higher
education"

Innovator
Wins Awards

by Sue Fagin

It was also associate Editor
Jean Juarez's first chance to
attend the convention and
awards. Each time the paper's
name was called she screamed
and applauded excitedly.
Approached later, Juarez
observed, "It was really excit·
ing! I never expected us to do
so well against the big daily
papers."
The awards ceremony is the
final event in the two day con
vention Awards are given in
three classifications. The daily
categories are open to papers
which publish three times a
week or more and entrants in
clude such giants of the
college newspaper world as
the DAILY ILLINJ, the NORTH·
ERN STAR, and the EASTERN
DAILY NEWS. Six papers
qualified for the Daily classifi
cation
The Non-Dailies are papers
which publish twice a week or
less. In addition to the In
novator, the 13 entrants in
cluded such papers as the
PRINCIPIA PILOT, the Illinois
Wesleyan ARGUS. a� Sang
amon State University's SSU
NEWS.

The Innovator has done it
again! In the Illinois College
Press Association's annual
contest, held February 26, in
Chicago, the GSU student
newspaper won four awards in
three categories. Three of the
prizes came in open categories
in direct competition with all19
other member papers.
Joseph Zierman, former
Graphics Editor was the biggest
single winner in the group tak·
ing second in ad less than full
page and third in the full page
category. Knute Hammel, Graph
ics Editor followed Zierman in
the less than full page group
coming in third, and Sandy
Kazak, Assistant Photo Editor
won the paper's first ever
photo prize, placing second in
the non-daily feature photo
category.
The contest was full of firsts
for the Jnnovator.Jt was the first
time the paper has won an
award for photography, the
first time it has taken more than
one award in the open classifi
cation and the first time it has
placed more than once in a
single category.

From left to right: Jean Juarez, Sue Fagin, Sandy Kozak·
Innovator Staff. Photo by Donna Martin.

Both dailies and non-dallies
are eligible to compete in the
open categories. The competi
tion is fierce in these cate
gories and the big papers
usually sweep them
Although over 500 entries
were received in the three
classes, twice that of past
years. rewer prizes were �

ed with few honorable men
tions being given out and in
many cases not even third
prize.
"'We were really lucky this
year," Juarez said, "but it wasn't
just luck. We may not be the
biggest but nobody works
harder than we do."
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47,000 students attending the
Board's five universities.
C h a i rm a n F roelich ex
plained today's action.
by Michael O'Malley
"The citizens of Illinois are
currently being exposed to an
"Thrash and Speed Metar
"Hey Dude_" is the typical
people standing or jumping
erosion of quality education. In
The language of Rock and
all refer to the newcomers to
beginning of most converaround playing imaginary in
the heavy metal scene. Thrash
Roll is different than any other
large measure, this is due to
sations andthe best way to say
struments to the music being
language God evergave us. lfs
and speed metal is music at its
the financial crisis with which
"hi" if you want to be in with the
played. This is a favorite
are faced as a result of
colorfu� brash, original, silly,
we
fastest,
loudest,
most
talentthe
probably
is
"Dude"
crowd
because any instrument can
budget cuts of more than $1 30
less and strangest This is the
demanding and more often
most used work in rock and roll
be played by the most ignorant
million at all levels of educathan not, obscene.
true head-bangers music. Try
and is beginning to be oldof people. It is also used as a
tion Governor Thompson has
Regardless of taste, here's a
watchingsomeone whdsbangfashioned
way of showing off to any
affirmed that the current condibrief overview of the lingo.
ing to a speed metal song. You
The term "narly" is not used
women in the area
tion of the state's budget per"Thafs a bad ass jam, man,"
might think his head is going to
half as much as some people
mits no increase in funding for
is a rock and roll standard It
fall off. Someday it will
might think. The word exMHead banging," is self ex
education next year.
usually refers to a particular
"Black or Death Meta�" is a
presses approval or happiplanatory. It concerns nodding
"As trustees for the Board of
song but can mean most any
form
of
thrash
and
speed,
but
for
mainly
used
is
ness,
but
ac
to
speeds
high
your head at
t h i n g u nder various cir
Governors System we find this
with an ominous twist Black
radio commercials and west
commodate the beat of the
situation cause for grave concumstances. The "man" can be
metal deals with Satan and
coast jokes.
music. This causes an extreme
cern. We are concerned about
dropped, depending on how
There's more to life than a
death metal deals with death
blood rush to your head, which
the future of higher education
educated the speaker is.
and
the
different
ways
people
dictionary
tells
us.
heightens the effect and gives
in
this State and further ero"Krank it up," not to be con
can
die.
This
kind
of
music
is
air
of
sense
a
banger
the
sion of the delivery of quality
fused with "crank it up." This is
not for people who like to pick
depletion to the brain. It is also
flowers and smell them lfs for r-----· education must be prevented.
heavy metars way of saying,
a common form of injury to the
A tax increase is a realistic and
"please turn up the volume."
those who like to stomp on
head, eyes, brain and neck.
logical solution. As our resoluOnce again, "man" can be
them or use them to start
tion indicates, a tax increase is
added to either the beginning
" Eat me," needs no explana
fires.
a logical solution to assure
or end of this statement
tion This once was a strictly
"Siam Dancing," can be used
"rock-hip" thing to say, now ifs
'high quality educational OIF
in the heavy metal scene or the
"Kick in the jams," can refer
portunities to the students and
been over-used
hard-core punk scene. Slam
to starting the record player. It
citizens of Illinois' as well as
" Earth-dog" and " Rivit-head"
dancing is when you throw
also is a way to tell the band to
continue 'to provide the faunyour body around aimlessly,
both refer to a particular type of
start playing, an invitation to air
dation for a strong and comperson, the "Metal-head" All
bouncing off others, the walls
U N IVERSITY PARK, I Ljam or a statement that refers
this simply means a person
petitive economy.' "
or better yet, someone's head
February 25, 1 988-Today
to kicking someone who wears
In calling for the tax legislawho listens to heavy metal and
When slam dancing occurs,
trustees for five public univerthose ridiculous, gaudy look
tion, Chairman Froelich relooks the stereotypical part,
sities called on Governor
people get picked up and
ing jams (shorts) on the beach.
viewed earlier action by the
long hair, chains and studs,
thrown around the roorn, over
Thompson and the General
"Air guitar," is a classic. This
Board as a result of the finandenim and leather, hair spray
the rest of the dancers. Don't
Assembly to pass tax legislamerely deals with one or more
cial crisis.
and a mean loo king scowl
do this if you can't stand pain
tion to stem the growing fiscal
"The $ 1 30 million reduction
L-----1 crisis facing the State's public
in the Fiscal Ye8f 1 988 (FY88)
universities.
budget for all of �ducation has
The Board of Governors of
alreadydamaged thequality of
State Colleges and Univerprograms and services to
sities (BOG) meeting at Goverstudents."
nors State University (GSU) in
University Park adopted a moThe Board's Chancel lor,
in theology, literature
violin again, which he played
The Chamber of Commerce ground
Thomas D. Layzell commention from its Chairman, Nancy
doesn't have
"when he was a caliON youth_•
of the Southern Suburbs and philosophy
ted on today's action by the
H. Froelich (Lake Bloomingkind of education to
Mr. Dodd, through his ex
would like to welcome its new the right
Board.
ton), to prevent further erosion
a Chamber of Commerce.
perience of the last five years
Chairman of the Board of lead
of quality in its academic pro
background in the
a
However,
on the Board, sees the organi
See Action
Directors, Mr. William Dodd
grams and services effecting
has, I hope, prepared
zation of the Chamber as
P.11
Mr. Dodd serves as Executive classics
me to ask good questions and
"essentially people" and say,
Director, University Advance
an adequate com
"There is a growing excitement
ment and Chief Executive Of to become
municator. If the Chamber sur
among the people of the
ficer of the Governors State
chairmansh ip, it
my
vives
Chambe
r. In his upcoming
University Foundation
should prove that there is still
term as Chairman of the Board,
In a recent interview, Mr.
room in modem society for a
Mr. Dodd says he plans to draw
Dodd said, "Yes, it is a bit un
Renaissance man"
upon the increasing confidence,
usual for a Chairman of a
competence, enthusiasm and
Mr. Dodd, in his capacity as
aggressiveness of the Cham
renaissance man, also finds
ber." Mr, Dodd states that the
himself managing such cultural
Applications are now being accep
Board believes that the eco
entities as the Nathan Manilow
ted for the position of Managing
nomic
picture of the Southern
Sculpture Park and the GSU
Editor of the Innovator.
Suburbs is bright, not because
String Quartet His additional
"we
expect breaks or magic to
responsibilities for Governors
Application packets are available
take place, but because we
State University include public
from the Innovator, the Placement
KNOW our membership will
relations, publications, and
Office and the Office of Student
make it happen!"
government relations.
Life and must be returned to the Of
When not at the University
fice of Student Life no later than
and the Chamber, Mr. Dodd is
April 1 5.
working on a PhD in American
Literature. His doctoral thesis
is titled "Women, Violence and
the Classic American Hero."
ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
When he completes his thesis
and if, with luck, succeeds in
announces
getting it published, Mr. Dodd
has two other personal goals:
to become a single handicap
Chamber of Commerce to be

STATIC GUARD

Board
supports
Tax H }•1{.e

Dodd N ained COC Pres.

Attention Journalists

from the 'Non-Private' sector.
Historically, there has been
more than a little dialectic be
tween the private and public
sectors. The government has
interferred (often unnecessari
ly) with business men to do
business. There is a change
taking place. As American busi
ness moves from heavy manu
facturing, which is something it
should never do completely and moves toward a service
orientation - we see that many
of the new businesses are
highly technical. With the need
for people skilled in the new
technologies, business is de
veloping a special relationship
with institutions of higher
learning."
Mr. Dodd brings very special
professional experience to the
Chamber. He was trained as a
Jesuit and served as a priest
for six years. "You would think
that someone with a back-

golfer "before his body self
destructs" (so he can tell his
grandchildren he was a fairly
decent golfer) and take up the

FOCUS ON FALL '88

MBA OPEN HOUSE
Choose either Saturday, March
Saturday, March 26

19

or

Stuart Building, 10 West 31 Street, Chicago
10 AM to 12 noon
FREE PARKING

12

MBA specializations ranging from Accounting

to Telecommunications Management
Learn about
•

CAROL LuCCHESI
AepreHnlll...,.
(3 .2) 45Hl519

l'HE EQUITABLE UFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY Of THE UNITED STATES
222 Rlveralde Ptaza, Suh• 1800, Chicago. IL 60606

liT's full and part-time MBA programs

full time students

•

The internship option for

•

Other graduate business programs: MSOR,
Master of Public Administration and PhD

Your inquiry about Fall
placement is invited.

FOR INFORMATION:
MBA Admissions

JU/567-6973

1111
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Career Desi�ns
by Dan Amari

In a month and a half on cam
pus as the new Director of Ca
reer Planning and Placement, I
have had the opportunity to
meet with a number of stu
dents, staff and faculty in my ef
forts to become acquainted
with GSU. In speaking with
faculty and staff particularly, I
have encountered repeatedly,
a most interesting observation
about the needs and interests
of GSU students. That recur
ring notion is that because
GSU students are usually em
ployed when enrolled at the
University, they are not par
ticularly oriented to exploring
new career options. At most,
they are here in order to en
hance their ability to move up
within the organization where
they currently work. Thus, their
career planning needs may not
be that significant
I'm not sure thafs true for a
great many students. My in
stincts and experience in
reer planning, and certainly my

ca

encounters with students and
alumni thus far, suggest to me
that a significant portion of the
student body is enrolled at
GSU specifically for the pur
poses of creating entirely new
career options for themselves.
Certainly there are those who
plan to stay with the organiza
tion in which they currently
work, but a great many in
dividuals hope to undertake a
brand new course in their
careers.
Just one example should
suffice: A staff member told me
of a recent alumna who
judiciously worked her way
through a degree in business
administration at GSU em
ployed as a checker at a local
Jewel supermarket I have
every expectation that, with
degree in hand, her career as
pirations do NOT include
becoming a head cashier,
assistant produce manager, or
any other "step up the ladder"
of the management chain at

that Jewel store. Indeed, she
may not be interested in retail
management at all I'm guess
ing that because of her ex
perience at GSU, she just
might have developed some
interests in finance, account
ing, marketing, human resource
management, management
information systems, produc
tion management, or another
professional career area
I certainly may be wrong, but
my suspicion is that the majori
ty of people who have decided
to attend GSU have done so
primarily to enable them to pur
sue new career directions; that
orientation among students
strikes me as fundamental to
the essence of this institution
Am I taking an erroneous leap
of logic? Just how many GSU
students have NO particular in
terest in attaining a better em
ployment situation, possibly
with a different employer?

.......,

.

SPRING 1988 RECRUmNG SCHEDULE
of Career Planning & Placement

Office

Organization
Location
Positions Available
Degree Requirements
BOULEVARD BANK
Chicago, Illinois
Operations Associate
Computer Science Majors
IDS FINANCIAL SERVICES
Homewood, Illinois
Financial Planning Positions
Business, MBA, other majors
METROPOLITAN LIFE
Palos Heights, Illinois
Account Rep./ Any Major
Met Exec. Trainer/MBA only
METROPOLITAN LIFE
Lansing, IL
Sales Representative
Any Major
U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE
Chicago, Illinois
Auditors
Accounting Degree Required
FIRST INVESTORS CORP.
Bridgeview, Illinois
Financial Planning Positions
Any Major
CHEMLAWN SERVICES CORP.
Burr Ridge, Illinois
Specialist Positions
Life Sciences, Business,
other majors
EQUITABLE LIFE
Chicago, Illinois
Fin. Planning/Investment
Advising
Marketing, Business, MBA
THE PRUDENTIAL
Matteson, Illinois
Fin Services Special Agent
Any Major
METROPOLITAN LIFE
Frankfort, IL
Sales Representative
Any Major
NEW YORK LIFE
Oak Lawn, IL
Sales Representative
Any Major
NEW YORK LIFE
Hammond, Highland,
Munster, Valparaiso, IN
Sales Rep.,
Management
Any Major

CAREE R PLANN ING
&PLACEMENT
Application Deadline/
On-Campus Recruit·
ing Date
Submit resume by Mon.,
March 21, 1988
Submit resume by Tues.,
March 22 , 1988
On-campus Wednesday,
March 2 3 , 1988
Submit resume by Thurs.,
March 24 , 1988

Submit resume by Thurs.,
March 24 , 1988

Submit resume by Mon.,
March 2 8, 1988

Submit resume by Tues.,
March 29, 1988

Submit resume by Tues.,
March 29, 1988
On-campus Wednesday,
March 30, 1988
Submit resume by Tues.,
April 5 , 1988
On-campus Wednesday,
April 6, 1988
To be arranged

To be arranged

To be arranged

To be arranged

Office Hours

Mon., Tues., Thu: 8:30 am 7:30 p.m
Wed., Fri.: 8:30 am - 5 :00
p.m
(312) 5 34-50,00 ext 2163

Office

ca

The

And we're here to help.
Career Planning & Placement
Office is designed to assist you
with the process of under
standing your interests and
skills, and exploring career op
tions that exist for you. We're
also actively involved in assist
ing you with the difficult pro
cess of conducting an effective
job search, and ultimately
meeting with success in enter
ing a satisfying job.
I invite you to take advan
tage of these programs and
offered through CP&P,
and to keep an eye on this
page in future editions of The
Innovator.

services

Oi>PORTUNITY-'88: �.:::.:�
FOCUS ON THE FUTURE

=-·

·

Fourth Annual Job FairforCIIicaxo and Northwutlntliana
Spon�t<oby:
Calumet Collece of St. Joseph, Governors State University
Indiana University Northwest, Purdue University North Central

Friday,

March 25,

9:00AM lo 3:00PM

1988

llo<t<dby:
CALUMET COLLF.GF. OF ST. JOSF.I'H
2400 NEW YORK AVf_ ·WHITING, IN 16394

Staff

CAREER PLANNING

WORKSHOPS FOR MARCH

Writing an Effective Res
ume, Tuesday, March 15 ,
4:30p.m., Student Life Meet

FOR !:'>FORMATION CO:\TACT Y()UN �l.AI:t:�U:I\T Ot'tlCE
«aU th<l'la«m<nl OIT't« ol Calum<l Collq• ol SL Jowp!t
(.Jtl) nl ztl. Eatllt Clltl 47}.42lt

..

...

ing Room (A 1804)
-or-

Writing an Effective Re..
ume, Tuesday, March 15 ,
6:00p.m., Student Life Meet
ing Room (A 1804)
-or-

Job Search Strategies,

Wednesday, March 16, 4:30
p.m., Student Life Meeting
Room (A 1804)
-or-

"PERFECT TYPE"
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
HOME TYPING SERVICE

ALL WORK DONE ON WORD PROCESSORS
TERM/RESEARCH PAPERS
NURSING REPORTS, THESIS
RESUMES, TRANSCRIPTION

LOW RATES
PICK-UP AND
DELIVERY AVAILABLE

Job Search Strategies,
Wednesday, March 16, 6:00
p.m., Student Life Meeting
Room (A 1804 )
-or-

PHONE: (312) 862-4023

� ���
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The Prudentaal ClfJI
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=���;�s �!t��o'Etw: � N FINANCIAL SERVICES
��
Honing Your Interview
ing Skills, Thursday, March
17, 4:30 p.m., Music Recital
Hall

-or-

Honing Your Interview
ing Skills, Thursday, March
17, 6:00p.m., Music Recital
Hall

The Prudential, a t ader i the financial
services industry, 1s seekmg area canuses on
didates for a program th t
.
r md1v1duat for
developing high cah
.
future growth in the fmanc1al serv1ces
industry. F.quat opportunity employer-

w�

Summer & Career Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus

Please submit all resumes to the
of Career Planning &
Placement, Room A1700. THERE MAY BE ADDITIONS OR
CHANGES TO THIS SCHEDULE: FOR MORE INFORMA
TION, CALL
, EXT. 21 63 .

Certainly one of the out
comes of a higher education
experience, because of the
development of new skills and
interests, is the conceptualiza
tion of new directions for
reer change. That, combined
with the fact that the average
working person will experience
seven radical changes in the
path or his or her career during
a working lifetime, indicate that
the critical processes of self

exploration, career explora
tion, and developing success
ful job search strategies, are
important components of the
education process for ALL
GSU students.

Dan Amari, Director
Dan Kreidler, Job Locator &
Developer
Donna McBride, Secretary
Robbin Rietveld,
Assistant

NOW HIRING M/F

Sales

534 5000

Room A 1700

My understanding of the
world of work also suggests to
me that even for those stu
dents who seek to move up
within an organization, there
often is a good deal more in
volved in being successful
than simply completing the de
gree or certificate program.
Also, the likelihood that they
will eventually pursue entirely
different career opportunities
is very strong.

world

travel.
a

Hawaii,

Bahamas,

Please call:
Ms. Evelyn S. Kraemer
Manager, Human Resources
The Prudential Insurance C ompany

747-7220

t

���===

��
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Interviews by Sandy Kazak
Photos by Tom Rose

QUESTION:

What Is Your Opinion Of

The Winter Olympic Games
In Calgary, Canada?

Chuck Furlong
Grad-Art Student
Dolton, IL
Obviously I think that the
Olympics are a good thing. It
gives people a chance to com
pete. I am only sorry that the
Americans did not win more
medals. It seems that they are
up against the Eastern Bloc
countries which have a dif
ferent method than we do.
They are a pretty fine thing for
people to compete in.

p
0
E
T
R
y

Sandy Magliancani
UGBPA
Homewood, II.
I thought the skiing was
good. Thafs about all I saw
really. Sorry I don't have more
to say.

Tony Manos
UG Student-at-large
Homewood, IL
ABC's coverage was fine.
Too bad the Americans did not
win more medals. Maybe if we
could support the athletes
they might fare better in the
future Olympics.

Cynthia Lewis
UGBPA
Harvey, II.
I was disappointed I did not
like the outcome. The people I
was rooting for did not come in.
I was rooting for the U. S.

Keith Kruger
UG BPA
Oak Lawn, ll
I have one burning question,
did Katarina use steriods? I am
putting forth the question and
looking for an answer. Thafs it,
I'm just looking for an answer.

OLYMPIC TRIBUTE
Sortilege

Cardinal:
Scarlet Harlot,
Preening your gaudy trap
pings,
Moving your supple body with
sensuous gyrations
How long can you hold center
stage?
But wait,
You begin a celestial aria
Whose cadenzas float on the
twilight breeze!
And l,
poem
Stirred by the power and
passion
MUSICAL
Of
your flaming sorcery
INTROSPECnON
Am humbled
How weak my beat
hen I view my artless offerHow andante my tempo
When I must play a theme mgs.
Lorine B. Mayer
not of my choosing!

�

The movements lag
They almost drag
And I am discontent with
my responses.

But when the Leitmotiv
takes new direction
And I am tuned into the
new selection
No longer do I move adagio
or largo
My spirit soars fortissimo
The beat is strong marcato
The tempi now gioioso,
accelerando.
Lorine B. Mayer

These rings, symbols and memories
of M¥fhological time and Sophistry.

the outsider

Oh w1nds of changing times
long past my prime;
I must submit to your Divine Will
and follow your chosen pathto VICtory and glory.
There are places in my heart
unknowable to me;
and great unaccomplished deeds.
This is my odeful prayer to humility,
ominous self sacrifice, lust and greed.
A tribute to a Holy and blessed cast
to which I cry for lost pleasures.
Oh Holy Pleasures, we wOfShip you,
for you are pure and in scarlet attire
as you spin this entire planet
on your lovely radiance.
I shall always remember you
in just that way,
for you are my hero.
�the sun of VICtory
unmotivated and you free.
I shall never remember you more
and your everlasting glory.
It is our duty to don red shirts,
to march proudly, singing our song,
with colorful banners that wave
in the darkest night
To spike that humonoid bal�
reaching frenzied heights,
exploding in relief to life itself;
for personal glory
and fleeting time.
Strive for reality unknown
and never t., be known;
self sacrifiCial, primordial
March to war, impossible to win;
in the wintergreen, presto conferences,
and a single beer, only.
We are true fighting lords
in our silks of Glasnost
Such gains are never lost
to pin thievery;
material remembrances assure us
our place in history.
I honor and salute You,
Mighty VICtory, Olympus, Mount Calgary.

why am i an outsider
always looking in
unacceptable to anyone
clique clique clique
why can't i be like them
leave us alone - you're not like us
clique clique clique
go away. you're weird
clique clique clique
students. teachers.
hi mr.-! hi mrs.-!
clique!
oh, forgive me-i shouldn't have spoken
rm not an "adult" i know no better.
clique.
why can't i conform to "them"
reasons - beyond me
being me isn't good enough
i must be identical to everyone.
they call that "special"
except for me.

me is all i can give

for that reason i am, as i always will be
an outsider.

barb fagin "88"
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Sponsors
tion of The Great American Meatout
$ 5 0 - 99
Patrons
This event educates people about the mainstream of farm animals, and en$ 100- 199
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courages non-vegetarians to forego meat, fish and poultry for 24 hours. The
$ 200-4 99
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residents.
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exciting trips to various parts of available.
Starting March 1, 1988, you can
This
ext
2454
or
Dottie
Legg
e
ext
spring
as
in
the
past
the
the C. J. system and we are
donate $ 6.00 for a personal an
We will greatly appreciate your
also having guest speakers. Chorale is seeking extra funds 2130.
support in any way you can help us,
The next meeting is planned to supplement the present ,.------� nouncement ad for 3 days on cable.
You have up to 71ines for any of the
make "STUDIO 525" any TUEs
for Wednesday, March 23, at funds and are calling on their
A
following ads:
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5:30 pm on the Student Life friends for support
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Meeting Room. Refreshments
The Fundraising Committee
HAPPY MOTHER'S DAY/FATH
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Ms. Clev eland 5 34- 3211, during
help
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their
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of substance abuse,
molestation. and greed
We know that in order to give
our best effort we must exert
effort In our awn lives we have
taken comfort, at times, and
remained unpert urbed with
the knowledge that we have
succeeded At other times we
have been embarrassed be
__.
cause
our personal perform
..
;__
,...
ance has been so lethargic.
Seek ing the balance is impor
tant in our daily lives as well as
in seeking Olympic com
petitors who are more than
The media attention on par special protege products of
ticular individuals especially as lopsided governments.
seen in figure skating is invent
Throughout the Winter Olym
ed to create and sustain in pic Games the individual ef
terest Do you require this form forts of the athletic performers
of hype in order to enjoy the were associated with national
games? It is usually a distrac ism. The vast majority of the
tion to us.
events and the most memor
We are saddened by the loss able were celebrations of the
we feel for a performance we acco m p l i s h m e n ts of i n
will never see because one dividuals. The repetitive refer
competitor has the strength of ences to national origins seems
mind to psych out the other. hopelessly outdated and inter
This form of competition is det feres with our enjoyment of the
rimental to the unfoldment and individual athletes and their
display of individual talents. performances.
Resources such as cleverness
We can appreciate and en
and craftiness do not impress courage meeting people as
us, only annoy us because we seen in Up Close and Personal
see such things much too We like when individuals are
often in our awn daily lives.
seen talking without the hypoc
As observers, we are thrilled risy of politics and nationalistic
and impressed by refined, in boundaries as athletes com
terpretive performances, and municate with each other
not always impressed by the along the sidelines.
individual athlete who delivers
It is illuminating to see and
more or goes the fastest What appreciate the beauty, hos
are the possi bilities for a socie pitality and sophistication of
ty composed of individuals our neighbor Canada This is a
who are impressed by the un country that too few of us know
refined and demand greater anything about Our aware
and greater thrills? We already ness of our world can begin

.r-

The Little Paper
That Could Does
The Illinois College Press
Association annual contest is
now behind us, and the In
novator did extremely well
once again, with four awards,
three of them in open competi
tion against the big daily
papers.
This is something of which
we are understandably proud,
and as in years past I was ready
to drag out the annual pledge
of quality, dust it off, and rest on
my laurels editorially.
But this year something
struck me. Here we are the
smallest paper in the competi
tion with our staff of four, from a
small and in many ways
unique school Sure Sangamon
State is upper division, but it is
not totally commuter, and ifs
average age is closer to that of
more traditional universities.
Not only that but every other
paper in the competition has at
least one, and sometimes
more, faculty members work
ing with them if not full-time, at
least on a regular basis. We
don't have that either.
If you look at it rationally, we
have no business even enter
ing this contest Logically, we
don't have a chance, but every
year we do enter. And every
we win. Ma-�te we don't

e n·
courages leiters to the edotor
from the GSU Communoty. Let·
ters should be typed double
spaced and not exceed 200
words. Leiters are subtect to
editing and do not necessarily
reflect the oponion of the paper
or its stall. All leiters must be
signed Names will be with
held upon request alter confer·
woth the editor.
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win on the scale ot the DAILY
ILLINI, but then they have a
staff of over 100.
In the four years I have been
editor we have never won less
than three awards and once
even got five. Think of the odds
involved here. Twenty papers,
all bigger and better equipped
than we are, submit over 500
entries. Some win nothing, a
few just one, and then there is
us. Our record of awards is
pretty amazing.
A couple of years back when
we first made our presence
known in state competition,
someone dubbed us the "Little
Paper that Could" I think the
description is apt
Remember the story. The lit
tle engine was pulling a load far
too big for her strength, yet she
made it to the top of the hill and
delivered the supplies.
We aren't an engine. We are
a little paper trying to do a job
better suited to a larger
stronger paper, but we deliver
the goods none the less by giv
ing more than 100 per cent '
effort
They may be bigger than we
are but our enthusiasm and
commitment far over shadow
our size. Like the little engine,
we"knawwe can" and we shall
to
it

Letter To
The Editor
Dear Editor.
This is to respond to Paul
Gilliland-and everyone else
who argues that life-in par
ticular, moral life-was simpler
at some less technological
time in the past Mr. Gilliland
or Eli Segal, whom he quotes
happens to have picked the
time of our grandfathers, but
the same argument is made
about the time of our fathers, of
the Pilgrims, of the Middle
Ages, etc.
"For Segars grandfather, the
decision was white or black
you either do or you don't In
today's technologically com
plex society, ethics questions
may be a shade of gray_"
There have always been
shades of gray in ethical ques
tions, and there always will be.
It is not the level of physical
technology in a society which
makes for gray areas, but the
ambiguity, complexity, or am-

L-----�-.::_

____

______

Olympic Spirit Distorted
What is the Olympic Spirit
and ifs significance tQ us? The
conclusion of the Winter Games
in Calgary is an appropriate
time to consider the Olympic
Spirit in a personal sense.
What meaning do these athletic
games have for us as in
dividuals and can we use these
Olympic values after the games
are concluded?
The unequal emphasis placed
on various athletic events from
country to country and the pro
tege style of developing young
athletes surprises us.
Why should certain athletes
be selected, supported and
nurtured in a superior lifestyle
apart from their countrymen
who must earn their living in
other pursuits just for the sake
of national pride? We do not
think that is truly fair and equal
even though we realize that a
quality individual performance
has the power to influence
millions when played upon the
Olympic stage. Yet this com
petition should be available to
athletes without status, regard
less of national origin.

bivalence of our obligations.
Ethics is mostly about haw to
treat other people, and people
were as complex at the time of
Jesus Christ as they are
today.
In terms of Segars specific
example-whether a business
man should tell his partner that
he found an extra twenty dollar
bill when cleaning out the cash
register-the level of technol
ogy is irrelevant
The ethical problem would
be the same if the business's
receipts were kept in a goat
skin bag two thousand years
ago, a mechanical cash regis
ter in 1920, or a computerized
electronic cash register today;
and it wouldn't matter whether
the business was selling stone
axes or lasers.
P.S. I do not say that every
ethical problem is gray. On the
specific example, I agree with
Segars grandfather- irs black
and white, and he should tell
his partner.
Carl Stover
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Counselor's
Col ll1Illl
by Diane Kios

Karen is looking for love. "I
just want to be the most impor
tant person in someone's
world," she says. Karen has
dropped in to talk for only a
minute. "I don't really need
counseling," she assures me. "I
just wonder, though, what kind
of messages I am giving out
Why can't I find a good
relationship?"
Karen admits her fear of get
ting too close to people. She
could get hurt She might
become too dependent on
another person.
Karen blames herself for not
having someone to love her as
much as she would like. How
can she change herself, she
asks? How can she become
someone who is lovable?
Yet, how unfair it is that she
should have to change, that
people can't love her just for
who she is. How unfair that
people expect so much of her
and have such little regard for
her needs.
How often she has felt hurt,
discounted. Family members
take her for granted. Feltow
I w,nrlto..., WhO may be friendly
to her face, talk about her
behind her back.
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Of the counselor, she asks,
"Can you tell me what I am
doing wrong?'' To herself she
wonders if the counselor
recognizes the unfairness of it
all? Will the counselor accept
her unconditionally? Might she
become too dependent on
the counselor?
Karen presents a paradox.
She wants intimacy and she
fears intimacy. She blames
herself and yet feels that it is
unfair that she should carry all
the responsibility. She seeks
out the counselor but fears
that relationship too.
Each of us are a bit like
Karen. We wonder how others
see us. We want approval and
acceptance. We, too, seek
love. At the same time, we want
to maintain our independence.
We ask that others accept us
for what we are.
Counseling offers Karen un
conditional acceptance and an
opportunity to explore her fear
of intimacy. As her sense of self
worth graws, she can learn to
make more positive choices in
her life. The tension between
her desires and fears may less
en as she becomes more con
fident and in charge of her
life.
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Faculty And Stall Enjoy
Nature Photography

Young Kim

Young Kim

MichHIPurdy
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Young Kim

Michael Purdy
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Loretta Calcaterra

Here at GSU, there are mem
bers of the faculty and staff
who are not photojournalists or
photography instructors but
who never the less, have out
standing talent using a camera
These pages salute these in
dividuals and give them a little
unexpected recognition They
happen to be very modest in
dividuals and do not seek
publicity outside of the fields of
endeavor that our students or
dinarily know them.
Each one has broad in
terests and uncommon skills.
Students realize that nothing
is accomplished without effort
being made.
I n appreciation for their
friendship and for these ph�
tographic efforts, which are
beyond the scope of their
u s u a l acti v i t i es, we are
inspired.
As we become involved in
our own pursuits beyond our
majors; whetherfor the fun of it,
or to create something new,
our participation links us to
humanity and can become sur
prisingly worthwhile.

Loretta Calcaterra

Roger Paris

<

Roger Paris

Roger Paris
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TICKER TALK
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AVOIDING DISASTER
m my previous article A...,
tomv of a Growth Stock, 1
gave a description of a growth
stock that went well But, you
may ask yourself, what would
happen if you were wrong and
the stock thumbed its nose at
you.
The examples will poke fun
at human emotions as they
exist in the marketplace.
The following will illustrate a
hypothetical situation and give
both sides.

SCENARI0 # 1
A stock is bought with con
viction, you feel sure it will rise.
You buy it at $25 per share.
After watching it, it falls to $23
per share and refuses to rise
again. It continues to sag to
$22 a share. An astute investor
would sell at that point regard
less. (You must swallow any
pride. - A good rule to follow is
to never tell people what your
current predictions are. If you
tell someone your picks, you
may become defensive which
will alter your judgement If
someone asks you for a "tip,"
act dumb as a doorknob.i A $3
per share loss would have
taken place, but you are in a
preferred position because

you can be more objective and
only buy it back if conditions
warrant You won't have fear
and anxiety working against
your judgement Selling a
declining stock quickly is
always the right thing to do.
This can't be emphasized
enough.
SCENARI0 #2
An investor buys the stock at
$25 per share and consequent
ly watches it fall to $22 per
share. However, he is so con
vinced that the company is
going to grow and is fun
damentally sound, he doesn't
sell In fact, he buys more. (This
is often called "dollar cost
averaging" or "averaging down.j
He says to himself that if it was
a good buyat$25, ifseven bet
ter at $22.
The stock continues to slide.
It falls to $1 9 per share. Now,
the investor grows a little nerv
ous and is scared to admit a
mistake but shakes it off again
by thinking it is just a technical
adjustment and the stock is a
$25 stock. So, he buys more at
$1 9 figuring ifs "cheap." As if
buying stocks is like buying
oranges.
The stock continues to slide.
Now ifs at $ 1 4 per share. Now,

the investor is even more
frightened He "can'f' sell
because ifs too cheap to sell
and it would hurt his pride and
pocketbook to take such a
large loss. He's locked in and
"hoping." He again buys more
of this alleged $25 stock to
lower his average cost
The stock is now accelerat
ing to the downside. It plum
mets to $8 per share. His
average cost is at $20 per
share. He is now terrified and
does nothing.
News then comes out It is
announced that the com
pany's new wonder product
doesn't meet government stan
dards and all future plans have
been halted The investor, now
utterly frustrated, with no hope
left, dumps the stock at $7 per
share. Thus, taking a total
average loss of $ 1 3 per share.
Over half of the entire invest
ment has been wiped out
Never fool yourself by saying
your stock is worth more than
the current selling price. If ifs
selling at $20 per share then,
ifs a $20 stock. The past price
high is of no indication of future
performance. The stock may
never reach its high again. This
opinion may fly in the face of
many technicians.

Fall Dean's List Anr1ounced
U N IVERSITY PARK-The
Dean's List for the Fall 1 987
trimester at Governors State
University has been released
by Dr. Sarah Crawford, univer
sity registrar.
Dr. Crawford explained that
individuals included on the list
ing have been admitted to a
baccalaureate degree pro
gram and maintained a mini
mum cA 3.7 grade point average
(GPA) on a 4.0 scale for the
fall trimester.
She said students are re
quired to enroll for a minimum
of six semester hours, may not
receive a grading of "incom
plete" in any subject area for
the trimester, and must be in
good academic standing in
order to be included on the
list
Students on the Dean's List,
and their city of residence,
are:
ALSIP-Kenneth Menconi,
Brian Peterson.
BEECHER-Alan Blum.
BOU R BONNAIS-Sharon
Bilyard, Jan Hart, Stephanie
Mitchell, Darlene Peters, Caro
lyn Schimpler, Albert Surf.
BRADLEY- Nancy Baron,
Julie Yeates.
BRAI DWOOD-J ill Comp
ton.
BURBANK-Martin Egan,
Daniel Niemiec, Mary Ra
mirez.
CA L U M E T C I TY-Te rry
Czaplicki, Ken N as h koff,
Colleen Nelson, Charlene
Phillips, Peggy Plylar, Christine
Walko.
CALUMET PARK-clarissa
Babrie.
CHANNAHON-Mary Fisk.
C H E BA N S E - R ita M ae
Adams.

CHICAGo-Francis Acker
man, Mark Adduc� Gail Al
kovich, Warren Allen, Valori
Archer, Ju lius Augustaitis,
Maureen Delaney, Daniel
G rigoletti, Pamela Harris,
Karen M urino, Surandy San
ders, Mary Sullivan, Deborah
Taylor.
CHICAGO HEIGHTs-Jan
ice Behn, Donna Briggs, Rea-

Ann McDanne� Sheila Nelson,
Philomina Zagone.
CHICAGO RIDGE-Christine
Erwin, Peg Galligan� Virginia
Koepe� Christine Kosek.
CLIFTON-Alice Meredith.
COU NTRY CLUB HILLS
Edward Goodwin, M ichael
Richardson, Mark Rosenstein.
CRESTWOOD-Rosemary
Brown, Sheila Nelson.

LISLE-Lee Cantor.
L O C K P O RT- M a u re e n
Carpenter, Clayton Plante.
LYNWOOD-Marsha Bach
and, Terri Nowakowski
M A N H ATIAN - Barbara
Gutierrez, Sharon Kramer,
Daniel Szalkus.
M A N T E N O - M a ry J o
Weber.
MARKHAM-Pamela White.
MATIESON-Gurt Bibeau,
Patrick Coffey, Arthur Fran
galla, Jr, Mary Frost, Laura
Gadley, Joseph Stuller.
MAZON-Dale Coughlin.
M I D L OT H I A N - G reg ory
Deneka, Keith Sarich.
MINOOKA-Donna Tmmer
mans.
MOKENA-Edward Martin,
Judy Piech, Linda Roberts,
Julie Yelaska.
M O M E N C E-Jacqu e l i n e
Metz, Joan O'Brien, Dorothy
Porter.
MONEE-Monica Edwards,
John Haas.
M O R R I S- Karen D ixon,
Pa m e l a T a b l e r, S h a ro n
Thacker.
MUNDELEIN-Beth Clem
ens.
N EW L E N OX-G eorg ia
Bracey, Susan Butters, Peggy
Driscoll, Tracy Gardner, Frank
G roboski, Karla Kraemer,
Jamee O'Brien, Shirley Wenn
lund.
OAK FOREST-Judy Do
miniak, JOhn Fitzpatrick, Harry
Hoff, Joyce Matyszka, Gayle
O'Holleran, Thomas Reynolds.
OAK LAWN-Bridget Bar
tosiak, Kris Flynn, Anne Kim
bal� Joyce Lurquin, Maureen
Raddatz, Mary Reed, Kimberly
Rosenlund, Judith Von Holst
OlYMPIA FIELDs-Jonathan
Mante� Gayle Schaumann.
ORLAND H I LLs-Virginia
Kollias.
O R L A N D PA R K- L a u m
Berry, Joseph Bouri� Marianne
Byrnes. Lois Foley, Nancy
Hoag. Carey Mertens, Laurene
Schmidt, Karen Sinclair, Eileen
Torgusen, Dianne Zuaga
PALOS HILL$-Linda Gall
PALOS H E I G H TS-Pau l
Anderson.
PALOS PARK-Shirley Kana
packis, Katherine Mical.
PARK FOR EST-Lynette
Bivens, Victoria Breneman,
Martha Brennan, Mary Fote,
Susan Fritz, L inda G riffin,

CRETE-Diana Bartolome�
Lori Cantor, Helga Cholode
witsch, Laura Diekman, Audrey
Gaines, Linda Jamison, Ann
Juarez. Steven Juarez, Jeanette
Miller, Lynn Neistein, Laura
Peterson, SyMa Torto.
DOLTON-Maureen Birkett,
Dennis H i lburger, Sandra
Mathews, L inda Rogalski,
Linda Steffens.
DOWNERS GROVE-Mary
Coari.
EAST HAZEL CREST-Quo
lyn Mojica
ELWOOD-Timothy Thomp
son, Nancy Walsh.
EVERGREEN PARK-Gindy
D uc kworth, J oyce Eson,
VICkie Warner.
F L O SS M O O R - M i c h a e l
Grandinett� Joan Pavlik.
FRAN KFORT-Rita Hintz,
Cheryl Howard, Madeline Lin
dart, Pamela Schaefer, Dianne
Schultz.
GLENWOOD-Janice Grif
fin, Slyvia Ojikutu.
G RA N T PA R K- S a n d ra
Angel
GURNEE-Johnny Minton.
HARVEY-Diann Bellamy,
Den ita Blackwell, Matthew Eu
ban ks, J o ssie J o h n so n ,
Deanna Spangler.
H A Z E L C R EST-Teresa
Druse, Sandra Mikulich.
HERSCHER-Lori Gordon,
Michael Gordon.
H ICKO RY H I L LS-Carol
Carlino, Cathi Predl.
HOMETOWN-Dawn Gee
gan.
G O M EWOOD-J u a n ita
Boatner, Wendy Fairbairn,
Richard Faulkner, Patricia Fos·
ter, Busakorn Gross, Judith
Magdziarz, Lisa Nicholson,
Kurt Snukst, H. Robert Tippie.
JOLIET-Mary Lynn Con
filiano, Molly Dillon, John Free
kelton, Sally Johnson, Thomas
Kuhe� Sandra Novak, Rex Pro
venzale, James Sykes, Sher
man Toran, Leslie Ann Van
Veghel
KA N KEE-Pamela Bigler,
Sheila Burnett, Joanne Carter,
Robert Dawson, George John
son, Marcia Lagesse, Timothy
Mclaren, Janet Rodgers, Su
sanne Wolfe.
LANSI NG-Donna Clapeck,
Jeffery Norris, Robbin Rietveld,
Faye Van Drunen.
L E M O N T- C a ro l L y n n
Novak.

See List P. 1 0

CONTRACE PTIVE SEIVICES
PAP TESTS - I lEAST EXAMS
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SPRING BREAK
Daily transportation available
Party in Daytona Beach, for.
JFLORIDA.) Spend 8 days • Walt Disney World
and 7 nights on the worlds • Epcot Center
most famous beach. Round • Wet-n-Wild
trip motorcoach transporta • Party ship cruise
tion and luxury oceanfront • Hawaiian Luau
hotel included Bus leaves • Sea World and more!
school parking lot April 1 and for more information call Chris
returns April 1 0. Only $209 or Frank 374-2936.
per person in quad room
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Public Accounting ITax Consultant
Business and Individual Tax Returns
Avoid the last minute rush!

Speed up receipt of your refund!
Prever.t late filing penalties!

Student/ Alumni rate
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Terra Salutes
Americana
by Sandy

Kazak

The daily life of a young and
growing nation can be seen
through the eyes and hands of
its ordinary people in an exhibi
tion of American folk art titled
"YoungAmerica; A FolkArt His·
tory." This exhibition of Amer
ican folk art runs through April
24 at the Terra Museum at 664
N. Michigan Ave. (Michigan
and Erie) in Chicago.
How is American History
spoken? Bv qoinq back to the
artifacts and objects of the
time such as: fine art paintings,
drawings, historic records of
births, deaths, and wedding an
nouncements, photographs,
quilts, carvings, fabric painting,
and weathervanes.
These artifacts at the Terra
depict the everyday life in the
period between the American
Revolution and World War I.
They are considered as folk art
and are valued today as art
forms.
Objects-such as these were
made by and for the majority of
the population during this
nation's early years.
Young America; A Folk Art
History has been organized by
the Museum of American Folk
Art in New York City with a
grant from the I BM Corp.
Through the years, Daniel J.
Terra, founder and chairman of
the museum, has amassed
one of this country's finest
collections of American Art
from the 1 7th to the 20th
century.
In 1 98 1 , Terra was appoint
ed Ambassador At Large for

Cultural Affairs by President
Reagan. In 1 987 Ambassador
Terra opened a new museum
on Chicago's Magnificent Mile.
This museum was created in
order to house his personal
collection and traveling ex-

When some 80 school chil
dren lift their voices in song on
Thursday, March 1 7 at Gover
nors State University, they'll be
taking part in "The World's
Largest Concert"
In an event sponsored by
GSU's chapter of the Music
Educators National Confer
ence, the youngsters will
gather in university's theatre.
And guided by a satellite TV
link with Washington, D.C., they
will perform in unison with hun
dreds of school and communi
ty groups across the nation.
The downbeat will be given
at noon.
In Washington, Shari Lewis
and her puppet friend Lamtr
chop will conduct the United
States Air Force Band, the
Singing Sergeants and 3,500
school children assembled
t h e re for t h e h a lf-h o u r
concert
At GSU, Phyllis Binder, using
a TV monitor to synchronize
her beat with Lewis, will direct
singers from Union School Dis
trict No. 81 of rural Joliet,
Gwendolyn Brooks J un ior
High School of Harvey District
No. 1 52, and Collidge Junior
High School of Phoenix.
The program will include
"America Takes Note!" written
especially for the 1 988 con
cert by Sandy Feldstein; a folk
song medley, Woody Guthrie's
"This Land Is Your land," and
"Reach Out," "Plenty Good
Room" and "This Is My Coun
try." Where school bands are
participating, t hey' l l play
Sousa's "High School Cadets"
March.
The giant sing-along is spon
sored nationally by Music Edu
cators National Conference.

The

Miss Todd in the Cockpit of a
Plane. S.N. Birdsall 1 909
photographic print Library of
Congress.

Girl in Red with Cat and Dog.
Ammi Phillips 1 834-36 oil on
canvas 32x28. Museum of
American Folk Art, promised
anonymous gift Photo credit
Carlton Palmer.

Nominees

Who's Who Among
Students In American
Univers ities And Col leges
Mahendra Singh
Richard Anton
Valerie Matkaitis
Majorie O'Connor
Dorene M. Albright
Laura Hagg
Deborah Sitz
Terri Russell
Marcia Devine
Ellen Petraits
Francis Ackerman
Paula lgnat
Richard Pastore
Maureen Carpenter
Elke Doris Kierny
Patricia A Bonta
Michelle J. Caley
Mary K Coari
Helen M. Costello
Laura M. Gadley
Michael R Gordon
John P. Hager
Barry J. Heaney
Timothy Shawn Mclaren
Jeanette M. Miller
Carolyn R Mojica
Cathi J. Predl
Thomas C. Reynolds
Sandra L Salmen
Linda M. Steffens
Joan E Zagone
Laura Berry
Janet Rodgers
Sylvia Torto
Julie Townsend
Joyce Matyszka
Judy Schenck
Johnna Steller
Gabrielle Stone
Regina Cullnan
Lois B. Derrico
Karen L Hagen
Leo John Meagher � .
Cathleen M. Murtaugh
Anthony D. Rogers
Helen E

Children To
Sing

hibitions such as Young
America The architectural sim
plicity and strength of the
museum, designed by Booth
Hansen has already won the
American Institute of Archi
tects Award
A book on hold in the GSU
library at the circulation desk,
filed under The I nnovator,
should become an invaluable
resource to those wishing to
attend the exhibit at the Terra
The book is titled Young
America-A Folk Art History and
its published by Hudson press
in association with
Museum
of American Folk Art, NY.
As this new museum gains
the recognition of Chicagoans,
visitors and world travelers, its
goals are: to educate the
public regarding America's rich
cultural history, to promote an
increased interest in American
history in regard to art and ar
tifact, and to nurture tradition in
the form of respect for those
who have preceded us. This
museum is focused in its
scope, international in its ap
peal, and built exclusively to
house American Art
The Terra Museum offers a
lecture series for public un
derstanding of this exhibit on
March 1 5, 22, 29. A credit cour
se for educators is offered
March 1 2 and 1 9. The museum
store offers an assortment of
note cards and posters which
are reproductions from this ex
hibit as well as books pertain
ing to American Art
Hours: Mon-Sat 1 Q-5, ex
cept Tues., Noon-a, and Sun.
Noon-5. The museum phone
number for additional informa
tion is (31 2) 664-3939. Admis
sion is $4 for adults; $2.50 for
seniors and students; children
under 1 2 are always free. In-

Christine A Walko
Dale Coughlin
Kathleen Courtney
Lawrence Eby
Jane Nevinger
Terry Rickhoff
George Kwain
Nancy Baron
Mark Roy
Beverly Anne Willliams _,
. _____ _
_
r-__....::..._

Nominees
National Colleg�e
Minority Leadership
Awards Nominees
Beverly Ann Williams
Curtiss Brookshaw
Robyn Barclay
Annie Rufus
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AT MR. D'S VILLA

1� Indianapolis

Blvd., Chicago,

BIG TWIST &
MELLOW FELLOWS,
KOKO TAYLOR,
TICKET PRICE:
$8.50 I n Advance
$1 1 .00 Day Of Show

March

April 2

HEGEWISCH
DISCOUNT RECORDS

Columet City.
Gowmors Hwy.. Rlchlon
4000
Hwy Merrlllvlk
522 Torrence Ave..
891-3020
22015
747�
E. Uncoln
(219) 947-1511
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10468 Indianapolis
374-6089

CALL JEAN
EX 2 1 40
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60617

FEATURING:

M USIC LA.B. INC
17805
, Lansing. I.
895-2218
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9
Mrs. Binder, of Romeoville, a
member of the GSU chapter, is
local chairman as well as a
music teacher in the Union
School. Other cooperating
teachers are Wendy King of
Brooks Junior High and Gloria
Manley of Coolidge Junior
H ig h.
Students will arrive at GSU in
the morning for a rehearsal
Brooks school is supplying the
pianist After a lunch break,
they'll go on with the show.
The free concert is open to
the public (which will be en
couraged to sing along). GSU
personnel are videotaping
the performance.
This is the fou rth year
nationally for the World's
Largest Concert and more
than half a million people are
expected to take part GSU is
sponsoring local participation
for the second time.
"The World's Largest Con
cert" h ighlights "Music in Our
Schools Month" both across
the country and in the south
suburbs. At Governors State,
the MENC chapter is planning
three additional events featur
ing young musicians.
The March 1 0 Luncheon
Notes will showcase small en
sembles from the prize-winning
Marian CAtholic High School
Band of Chicago Heights.
Private music students of
GSU students will appear in
recital at 3:30 p.m. Sunday,
March 1 3. The group will in
clude pianists and instrumen
talists ranging from beginners
to advanced high school age
players. This program, too, is
free and open to the public.
The 1 988 "Music in Our
Schools" month is part of a
year-long celebrat ion by
MENC of the 1 50th anniver
sary of American music edu
cation.

eNd � ll
.•

Docn Open at 8 pm; Shows Start at 9:30 Pff'
..,.q_.
.I
MUll be 2i yean of age
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Reception Ends Black History Month
by Janice Garrison
The Governors State Black
Students Association marked
the closing of Black History
Month by sponsoring a recep
tion and dance in Engbretson
Hal� February 26.
The theme of the event was
"Lefs Network Together," with
Dr. Joyce Verrett, Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences,
as guest speaker.
The reception was one of a
series of programs celebrating
Black History Month.
Verrett spoke on the impor
tance of education, how young
blacks are choosing not to go
to college, and methods of get
ting higher enrollment for
young blacks directly out of
high school
"I feel teaching a child, while
still in grade school the impor
tance of a college education, is
the key," Dr. Verrett said
"Parents should instill these
values in their children and en
courage them to take part in
school activities, make good
grades, and go on to college."
The bulk of Dr. Verretfs
speech st�mmed from an arti
cle of "The Chronicle of Higher
Education," which dealt with

Dean Joyce Verrett & Eric Harwell
Photo by B. Mosley
why more young black men
and women are choosing not
to go to college.
"Many blacks are being
scared away by the rising cost
of higher education and an un
certain economic climate. Col
lege and university officials
fear that the black males will
become an increasingly rare
sight on campuses. Instead of
going to college, they are
choosing to enlist in the
military, attend vocational and

technical schools, or take
jobs."
Verrett continued, 'We should
encourage our young people
to stay with schoo� it will be
more beneficial to them in the
long run"
James Higgins, visiting BSA
member from Chicago State
University also spoke on the
importance of education. "Pre
pare the child to use his mind
and the pen, not the gun," he
said "We should prepare our-

Fellows Program Begins
BOG Chancellor Thomas D.
Layzell commented on the uniqueness of the Program.

selves through knowledge and
experience before we can give
advice to others."
The closing remarks were
made by Student Senate Vice
President Eric Harwell "We
must strive to make ourselves
better, to be an example for
those who are to follow. Lefs
Network Together," he said
The reception ended with a
performance by The Matecki/
Davis Jazz Band; featuring Bill
Elliot, Leo O'Dell and Ramon
Satyendra
Soft music performed by Dr.
Day the OJ, competed with the
laughter and conversation of
the audience as they mingled
within Engbretson Hall
"The program was wonder
fu�" said James Stiner; who
came from Chicago to attend
"It is great to be able to get
together with other people and
express views and ideas on the
different events which took
place this month."

Lawrence
Selected
U N IVERSITY PAR K-Or.
Annie Lawrence, chairperson
for the Division of Nursing at
Governors State University,
has been selected to serve on
a national accrediting panel for
the National League of Nurs
ing.
Dr. Lawrence has com
pleted training and is now an
official member of the Site
Visitor Team. She will be
reviewing schools' curriculum,
orga nization/govern a nce,
faculty, students and facilities
to determine if the school has
met the national criteria for
n u rsing programs i n the
bachelor and master degree
categories.
Two to five members make
up a team. Each team spends
three to five days at a campus
applying for accreditation or up
for review of its accreditation.
Dr. Lawrence will be assigned
to a team by the National
League of N u rsing. Each
assignment includes not only
on-site visits, but also review
ing a self-study of its program
prepared by the university
nursing department The self
study takes a nursing depart
ment at least one year to
prepare.
"The achievement of ac
creditation in nursing indicates
to the general public and the
educational community that a
nursing program has clear and
appropriate educational otr
jectives and is providing the
conditions under which its otr
jectives can be fulfilled," she
explained "Emphasis is placed
upon the total nursing program

List From P. 8
POSEN-Keith Hasty.
RIC HTON PAR K-Chris
topher Hering, Suzanne Seid
ler, Jeanne Seufert, Maryann
Urbanczyk,AmyVorreyer, Aud
rey Vrt>a.
RIVERDALE-Linda Raw
lings.
ROCKFORD-Virginia Mul
lin.
R O M EOVI L L E- J a m e s
Abney.
SAUK VILLAGE-Michael
Hanz, Cheryl Trock.
SCHAU MBURG-Ramineh
Yoshimoto.
SOUTH C H ICAGO
HEIGHT8-Aido Apponi.
SOUTH WILMI NGTO N
Devereaux Jensen.
SOUTH HOLLAND-Jeanne
Begy, Dawn David, Deborah
Hart, Judith Lasik, Karen
Millhouse, Sandra Schroeder,
Patricia Walker.
STEGER-Phoebe Wagner.
TIN LEY PARK-Roy Car
rarini, James Fitzpatrick, Laura
Galen, Susan Hendrickson,
Mary Orga, Karen Reardon,
Carol Reeks.
UNIVERSilY PARK-Helena
Black.
See List P. 1 1

and its compliance w1tn pre
determined criteria"
Governors State University,
for example, has ac
creditations for its bachelor
and its master degree pre>
grams in nursing.
Dr. Lawrence, of Chicago,
was invited to be a representa
tive on a site-visitor team
because of her active par
ticipation in the National
League of Nursing. She also
recently served as parlimen
tarian for the American As
sociation of Col leges of
Nursing meeting.
Dr. Lawrence has her nurs
ing degree from Freedmen
Hospital School of Nursing at
Howard University, her bache
lor's degree in nursing edu
cation from DePaul University,
her master's degree in nursing
from DePaul University and
her doctoral degree of edu
cation from Illinois State Uni
versity.
She has been on staff at
Governors State University
since 1 977.

preference in the selection
process. Each BOG President
n o m i n ated q u a l if i e d i na unique professional developdividuals for the Fellowships
"Our Fellows Program is the
ment opportunity for women
and final selection of the five
first of its kind in Illinois and is
and minorities in the Board of
Fellows was made outofa pool
modeled
after
successful
pre>Governors of State Colleges
of 1 6 applicants. The high
grams that have been in place
and Universities (BOG) uniquality of the candidates made
at our own universities and in
versity, were named BOG Adthis a most difficult decision for
the California State University
ministrative Fellows.
me to make. We expect the
The Fellows Program perSystem In developing the Pre>Fellows to have the kind of exgram, we consulted with staff
mits a year-long released-time
perience which will be valuable
at the American Council for
assignment underthe tutelage
in preparing for upper level adEducation, where a most sueof a Board of Governors Uniministrative positions. The Pre>cessful program is operating
versity President or Vice Presigram
is a logical and necessary
on a national basis.
dent at a site other than the
undertaking in light of the
Fellows' home campus. The
"I n P1ann•ng th"•s initiative, we
Board's affirmative action
Program is designed to exsought to take advantage of goals."
pand the candidate pool of
the great d"IVers•·ty aval"I able t0
The 1 988-89 Fellows ar
' e·.
minorities and women for
·
·m our
us at the u m·vers1·t 1es
Pedr
o
L Mart1·nez, o1· rector,
Dr.
'
higher level administrative
systern women and eth m·c
Biling ual Education Program
positions.
min ority males were g iven
Associate Professor, Chi
and
=
:=======:;;:;:=
:: ================== ==::::;"} cago State University; Dr. San
dra Westbrooks, Coordinator,
Student Teaching, Eastern Il
linois University, Charleston;
Dr. Alma Vinyard, Professor,
Department of English, Gover
LOOKING FOR
nors State University, Uni
SOMETHING
versity Park; Ms. U lestine
DlFFERENT?
Watson, Coordinator, Univer
If you're a young woman seek
sity Without Walls Center for
ing a challenge, look into what
Program Development, North
the Army has to offer. If you
eastern Illinois University, Chi
qualify -·
cago; and Dr. Vidya Taneja,
No. 1 : The Army can offer
Professor, Department of
training in over 240 civilian
Mathematics, Western Illinois
related skills. Skills such as
University, Macomb.
communications, mechanical
To be considered for eligibili
maintenance and administraty, applicants must be full-time -------lll tion
administrative, faculty or pre>
No. 2: In addition to the travel
fessional staff at a BOG uni
and adventure the Army can of
and
the
host
institution
Bennett Honored
versity. Other requirements
fer, you could earn up to $25,Placement sites for these
include a doctorate or general
200 for college if you quality for
Fellows are expected to be
ly recognized terminal degree,
the G.l. Bill plus the Army
Mr. lerone Bennett, Jr� Senior
named in Spring 1 988.
and three years of experience
Editor of Ebony Magazine graced
College Fund
The first placement period
at a BOG university.
us with his presence on February
No. 3: If you're interested in
for the program is scheduled
1 9, 1 988. Mr. Bennett was loved by
In determining placement of
something different, some
for the Fall 1 988-Spring 1 989
all including the visiting Thornton
the Fellows, every effort will be
thing that can give you an edge
academic
year.
High School students. The Black
made to match an applicanfs
on life, call your local Army Re
The BOG System has juris
Student Association presented
experience, credentials and
cruiter today.
diction over five state uni
Mr. Bennett with a distinguished
career aspirations with the ap
honors award acknowledging him
versities: Chicago State Uni
propriate Presidential or Vice
in areas of leadership and role
SGT Ralph Hickson
versity; Governors State Uni
modeling in the Black community.
Presidential office in a BOG
844-3980
versity, University Park; East
Eric V. Harwel� VICe President of
university. The Fellows will be
em
Illinois
University,
Charles
the Black Student Association pr&
involved in projects that en
ARMY.
ton; Northeastern Illinois Uni
sented the award. Mr. lerone Ben
hance
their knowledge of ad
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
versity, Chicago; and Western
nett gave a dynamic and informative
ministration, while mutually
perspective concerning the roles
Illinois University, Macomb.
Lerone Bennett
benefitti ng both the Fellow
of Blacks and Whites in the making
SPRINGFIELD, IL-February

4 , 1 988-The first recipients of

•
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of Black History.
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Students Work
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Marria Hack, Sally Malik, Su
sanne Milewsk� Diane Miller,
Diane Nowak, Brenda Piraino,
Roxann Reising, Katherine
Rove� Sandra Salmen, Lucy
Schoon, Claude Willis.
PEOTONE-Angela Jones,
Jane Nevinger, Terri Russell.
PLAI NGIELD-Garla Carey,
Katherine DeSutter, Debra
Gregorash.
WATSEKA-Sherrill Gerber,
Diane Thiele.
WESTMONT-Joan Piha
WILLOW SPRINGS-Julia
Markunas.
WI LMI NGTON-September
Pollack, I rene Siverston.
WORTH-Diane Dommer,
Richard Krause.

Action

-

For BOG
UNIVERSITY PARK - Four
Governors State University
students are working in gov
ernment offices and for social
organizations as participants
in the Board of Governors
Minority Interns program.
Students serving this trimes
ter are:
- Walter McNeal of Mich
igan City, lnd who is earning a
master's degree in political
studies. He is serving at the
John Howard Foundation, a
social service agency that
works with ex-offenders.
- Curtis Brookshaw of Park
Forest who is earning a mas
ter's degree in public adminis
tration His internship is with
the Department of Consumer
Affairs for the City of Chicago.
- Ralph Turner of Robbins
who is earning a master's de
gree in political science. He is
with the Toxic Task Force of
the Illinois General Assembly.

Page 2

"The Board recognizes the
fact that the quality programs
and services at its five univer
sities are being hurt by the
financial crisis. Our class sizes
have increased as a result of
our being forced to reduce the
number of courses available.
We continue to defer critical
purchases of i nstructional
equipment Once again, we
have deferred basic repair and
maintenance on aging facil
ities. Another year of no in
creases in our revenue would
seriously effect the welfare of
our programs and services.

T

Prints and
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Mail to: Seattle FilinWorb, soo lrd Ave. W.
P.O. Box 3<4056, Seattle, WA 98U4 H77
Kodak. 5247 .,d H94 arc md.....ru o( £unn., Kodolt Co. Sunlc
filmWorb a wholly oopont< from the manufacNt<t. Prottto �·D
·---------------

International Youth
Exchange, a Presidential
Initiative for peace, sends
teenagers like you to live
abroad with host families.
Go to new schools. Make
new friends.
H you're between 15
and 19 and want to help
bring our world together,
send for information.
Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE
Pueblo, Colorado 81009

�The International Youth Exchange.

in knowledge
pays the
Interest.''
Your Government has published thousands
of books to serve America. And now
the Government Printing Office has
put together a catalog of the
Government's "Bestsellers"- almost a
thousand books in all. Books like
The Space Shuttle at Work, Starting
a Business, U.S. Postage Stamps,
and National Parks Guide and
Map. I daresay there's even
information on one of my favorite
subj ects- printing.
Find out what the Government
has published for you - send
for your free catalog. Write -

profes

0 RUSH me two 20-expoaure rolls of Kodak
MP film for my 35mm camera. I'd like a 2-roll
starter pack including Eastman 5247• and
5294� Fnclosed is $2 for po��age and handlina10096 SotWoction Guannteed

The world
is waiting.
Be an
exch�e
student

An investment

Seattle FilmWorb has adapted Kodak's
·
aional Motion Picture film for use in your 35mm
camera. Now you can use the same film-with
the same miaofine grain and rich color
saturation- Hollywood's top studi01 demand.
Its wide exposure latitude is perfect for everyday
shots. You can capture special effecu, too. Shoot
it in hri&ht or low Ught-at up to 1200 ASA.
What"s more, it's economical. And remember,
Seattle FilmWorka lets you choose prints or
slides, or both, from the same roll.
•t9e6SFW
Try this remarkable film today!

- - - - - - - - - - -- - - -

- Anita M use of Chicago
who is earning a master's de
gree in multi-categorical ed
ucation She is working with
the Futures Project, a program
studying the needs of students
kindergarten through high
school
A panel of three professors
at GSU screened the ap
plicants and selected seven
students for this academic
year. These GSU students
were selected based on their
academic record and required
essay for the selection pre>
cess. Students selected must
also continue as full-time
students at GSU while they do
their internships.
Turner and Muse also served
internships during the fall
trimester, along with LaDonna
Knight of Homewood.
This internship program is
sponsored by the Board of
Governors of State Colleges

and Universities. The program
is underwritte n, in part, with
funding from the Illinois Gen
eral Assembly. Each student
receives a stipend of $ 1 ,000 a
month. The number of intern
ships in the program is de
pendent on the percentage of
minority students on each of
the BOG campuses - East em
Illinois University, Western Il
linois University, Northeast
em Illinois University, Chicago
State and Governors State.
Professor Roger Oden, chair
person of the Division of Hu
manities and Social Sciences
at GSU, heads the GSU selec
tion committee. He said stu
dents are given their internship
assignments based on their in
terests and available positions.
"This program allows our
students to get first-hand ex
perience that we believe will
eventually help them in their
careers," Oden said "It is an ex
citing program and one that we
hope will continue."
Applications will soon be I
available for the 1 988/89 1
academic year. For further in
formation contact Oden at
GSU at (3 1 2) 53�5000. exten
sion 2429.
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Phonathon
To Sta rt
M a rch 7
UNIVERS ITY PAR K
The
Gove r!lors state Unive rsity
.
Ai um m Association has set a
$60,000 goal for its 1 988 annual fundraising effort
The fund drive officially
open ed February 1 when the
Alum ni Assoc iatio n mail ed
each gradu ate contri bution requests. To date, more than
$8,000 has been donated from
this initia l solicitation.
The second phase of the
fund drive - the G S U Phonatho n- will begi n March 7 and
continue for 1 5 days. Alum ni
will be called between 5 :30
and 9:30 p.m Mondays through
Fridays. The phon athon will try
to reach 7,500 graduates in
direc t appeals from othe r
_

selected several special areas
of the university for direct su�
po rt from the fund drive.
Donations will continue to su�
port the alumni-sponsored
scholarships given to outstanding academic students
who also have been involved in
their communities. and for
faculty development, library
purchases. the GSU Child
Care Center and equipment
for handicapped students.
O ne of the successful 1 987
goals was allocating funds for
faculty development Through

made possible because of
t h e i r contributions," G S U
Alumni Association President
Pam Woodward said "With the
severe shortage of funding for
education, our support of the
university takes on a level of
importance never before realized"
One of the most exciting
contributions the Alumni Asso
ciation has made is the pur
chase of an u�link antenna
that allows GSU to send
telecasts from its campus to
sites across the country and
the world Since its installation
in 1 986, the u�link antenna
has been an essential part of
instructional programming and
conferences on campus.
"Your gift does make a difterence," Ginni Burghardt, dir-

AN D
AD
D EADLI N E
M ARCH 1 5

1 460. The village is near

o.nov., now a district of the

capital city of Palma (3). Carlos
was the elder son of King John

II of Aragon, whose grandfather had been John I (4). Car
ector of alumni relations. said, los was the heir to the throne of
"and your participation is Aragon, but had died mys
teriously in 1 46 1 . So the
last yea r's fundraising, the always welcome."
throne of Aragon went to Car
Alumni Association was able to
Alumni and GSU supporters
los' half-brother Ferdinand in
who are willing to volunteer an
give 22 facu lty members
stead of to Cristobal
evening making phone calls
grants to help cover expenses
Records recently disclosed
for national conventions or during the phonat hon can conin
Norway show several men
tact Burg hardt at Governors
alumn � faculty, staff and su � research projects.
and others prominent in
rchs
a
port volun teers.
"Graduates ca n take pride in State University's Ai umn i office
�n ��ly �� ���
J
tg����ll�a!
The �
d��
of ����ULJ
ra�
i ������L fue t�
n�
�n�
�
�
ed from Norwegians of Gud, _���
1brandsdal Among them was
John I of Aragon (5). So then
was his great-great-grandson
Cristoba� known to have been
tal� with red hair and freckles.
Did Colon and Colombo
"Columbus" was in the crew of
meet? Almost certainly, sev
"His name is one of the beSt
pirate Rene dAnjou (1 472-73),
eral times. In fact, Pohl says
known in history. Yet he is one
Chios
of
island
Greek
the
on
rsial
they were friends! (6) Italian
controve
of history's most
(1 473-74), in a sea battle under
records (2) indicate that Col
and shadowyftgures. with mys
Casenove-cou lon against
ombo made several trips to
tery surrounding his birth, his
Genoa (1 476), sailed to En
Portugal to buy woo� and to
character, his career, and his
gland, Ireland, and Iceland
the Madeiras to buy sugar in
achievement," says famed re
(1 477), got married in Portugal
1 479, when Colon was living
searcher Simon Wiesenthal
to Filipa Moniz Perestello
with his brother-in-law, who
( 1 ) One fact is obvious: "Colum
(1 478), lived with his brother
was governor of the island and
bus" was NOT Cristofaro
the
in
Santo
Porto
on
in-law
Italian
(in
the man to whom a buyer
Genoa
of
bo
Colom
Madeiras (1 478-83). It is be
would report
"Genovaj The Universal Jew
lieved that Colombo died at
What were Colon's accom
ish Encyclopedia (Volume 3, p.
sea in 1 480.
plishments? He was "nothing
306) says "Local Genoese
Who WAS "Columbus?" He
but a good public relations
records referring to the Colom
was, of course, Cristobal Colon.
man." (7) His ships Nina and
bo family are assumed to be
That is invariably shown as the
Pinta, and crews of all three
identical with the family of the
"Colombo"
of
version
Spanish
(Em
ships, had been acquired by
admiral"
later Spanish
- actually he was an entirely
Martin Alonzo Pinzon (8). He
phasis supplied) That assump
different person. Evidence is
had the ship's papers of Alonso
tion will be shown to be false.
mounting that he was a son of
Sanchez de Huelva, who had
Morison found records of
Prince Carlos (Charles IV) of
been to the West Indies in
Colombo in Italy from 1 470..79.
Colette McHale
a
of
Colon
Margarita
and
Viana
of
1 481 , and whose first-mate
buyer
later
weaver,
He was a
prominent Jewish family in
had been the same Martin
wool and sugar, with no sailing
Felanitx, Majorca, born in midAlonzo Pinzon! (9) He had
experience. (2) Meanw hile,
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maps of Viking voyages cen
But he
thought he had reached
islands off the coast of Asia,
then known as "India" Which is
why we call our downtrodden
brethren "Indians."
This blasts the myth of
"Italian Colombo sailing brave
ly out into the unknown sea to
discover America, in the Santa
Maria" The ship was probably
the Mariagalante, not the
Santa Maria In the biography
of his famed father, son Fer
nando (whose mother may
have been Queen Isabel not
family friend Beatriz (6) Fer
nando apparently mistakenly
assumed that the flagship had
been the Santa Maria, which
was used in the third voyage.
And so the whole epis�
earns an historical niche, right
next to the one for Santa
Claus.
turies earlier ( 1 0).

-

References: ( 1 ) Wiesentha�
Sails of Hope, p. 93; (2)
Morison, Admiral of the
Ocean Sea, p. 7 et seq: (3)
Nectario Maria, Cristobal
Colon Era Espanol y Judio,
p. 3 et seq: (4) Martorel� CRIS.
TOBAL COLON, La revel..
cion del enigma; (5) Sea�
dlnavian Root., Vol 1 #4; (6)
Poh� 1be New Columbus;
(7) Tornoe, Columbus In the
Arctic, p. 78: (8) Morison, p.
1 36; (9) Nectario, p. 1 6; (1 0) En
terline, Viking America and
Chapman, The Norse Di..
covery of America.
Copyright 1 988, W.R Ander
son, Box 301 , Chicago, I L
60690-0301
(Excerpt only with full credit)
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_can someone tell me how
m u c h s i c k t i m e I have
accumulated? And vacation
time? When do we get paid?
Was I docked on my last time
sheet-I didn't keep a copy for
my file?
Congratulations are definitely
in order to the individual who is
inundated with questions such
as those mentioned above.
Congratulations to Colette
McHale, Payroll Supervisor
who was nominated as our
February Employee of the
Month by Betty Elliott, Ad
ministrative Aide in the Person
nel Office.
Elliott stated in her nomina
tion of McHale that "in a way it
is unfortunate that Payroll is
"just there" getting paychecks
out regularly with all the ap
propriate deductions." She is
so right, for"only when there is
a discrepancy do we recognize
Colette and her well-trained
team, and it is rarely an error on
her part"
There is so much that we can
say about McHale, but most
importantly we like to say,
thank you again for getting our
paychecks out on time and
keeping up with our accrued
time. You make our jobs most
enjoyable every 1 6th and at
the end of each month.
Keep up the fantastic job
you are doing.

t

Theology For Lunch

UNIVERSITY PARK - "The
ology for Lunch," a series of
lectures on religious or ethical
topics, will be given Tuesdays
during the winter trimester at
Governors State University.
Discussions beQ in at noon in
the Student Life Meeting
Room (A-1 804) on the universi
ty campus. The lectures are
open to the public at no charge
and participants may bring a
lunch with them, or purchase
one from t h e u n iversity
cafeteria
G u est speakers d u ring
March and April are:
- March 8 - Kristin Ander
son Ostrum, director of Public
Policy Advocacy Ministry for
the Eva ngelical Lutheran
Church in America in Chicago,
discussing "Advocacy: A Minis
try of the Church."
- March 1 5 - Rev. Maxine
M. Washington, associate pas
tor of the Holy Family Lutheran
Church in Chicago, discussing

¢

"South Africa: A Different
Story."
- March 22 - Mary Lou
Begert, missionary for the
Volunteer Missionary Move
ment in Chicago, discussing
" Ugan da: A M issionary's
Story."
- March 29 - Anthony We�
professor at Governors State
University in University Park,
discussing "Salvation Anxiety
in Graham Greene."
- April 5 - Rev. Anthony
Barrett, doctoral candidate in
anthropology at the University
of Chicago, discussing "Was
Marx a Marxist?"
- April 1 2 - Rabbi Leo
Wolkow, Temple B'Nai Yehuda
in Homewood, discussing "The
Mid-East Revisited."
- April 1 9 - Janice Gabe,
director of Addiction Recovery
Chicago in Shaumburg, dis
cussing "The Role of Spirit
u a l ity i n Recovery from
Addiction."

CLASS I FI ED
Two rooms and private bath
optional kitchen, laundry, and
garage. Near IC and GSU Non
smoking and drinking. Phone:
672-84 1 4 - Leave message.
TYPIN G rates, fast, ac- reports, term papers,
lm<uli l""'on lists. letters, resumes.
Call Lottie (31 2) 799travel representatives
organization needed to pr�
spring break trip to
1�"" 1•...riri<> Earn money, free trip
valuable work experience.
Inter Campus Program
1 -31 2-231 -4323.
( 1 ) Diamond brand
BACK PACK, inter30 lbs. capacity, light
used only once, $80
$1 60); (2) Olivetti
electric desk TYPER with carrying case, in
lent condition, $45; Call
uil""UO+"'' '-' or GSU Ext 2302.

llv•.ru•ucsu•lv

RT TIME - HOME MAILING
IPFI0<3Aiii.M ! Excellent income!
self-addressed,
envelope. WEST Box
Hillside NH 07205

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SER
VICE - any typing need! Afford
able rates. Pick up and delivery.
Call Donna after 6:00 P.M.
429-6227.

TYPISTS - Hundreds weekly at
home! Write P.O. Box # 1 7.
NJ 07066
Y"PI NG/WORD PROCESS
ING - BA in English. FasV
d e p e n d a b l e/ re a s o n a b l e .
1 8542 Ashland, Homewood 799-7859.

l

Experienced 35 mm wedding
photographer with equipment
and samples being sought
Long-term association pos
sible. Please call Sandy
at The Innovator, 534-5000,
ext 2 1 40 or 474-2857 and
leave your name and
and the �st time to call.
apart
Still
ment with low rent? I have
found it and need to share the
rent with another mature
female student All utilities are
paid except for the phone.
Share of rent is $1 37.50/mo.
Only 5 min. away from GSU.
Call GSU 534-5000 ext 2488
till 5:00 PM Mon-Fri or 5341 366. Ask for Monica

